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Ladies of Beta Delta,
I am truly thankful for our October meeting. It reminded me of
why I was willing to take a second term as chapter president. This
meeting had all the makings of a disaster. The original location
with them providing food met with a glitch, and we needed a new
venue. Our activity was to initiate a new member, and she needed to be out of
town. But because the members of DKG work together and share
responsibilities, I thought the meeting went very well. One member found the
room and handled beverages, a caterer was found to deliver food, another
changed the initiation to a recommitment ceremony. A committee chairman
gave us an update on our latest grants. Ladies were hustling all over the room
decorating, preparing food and organizing name tags, etc. Our only originally
scheduled activity was the auction committee presentation. As usual, that
motivated us, as it sets the stage for our biggest event of the year. There is no
way any one person can make our meetings happen. I thank each and every
woman who helped make Tuesday evening a nice social time with a moment of
reDlection on why we each joined DKG. The spirit of sisterhood was very
prevalent.
As my fourth year as chapter president moves along I am concerned
that we won't have a full slate of ofDicers to be initiated in May. A few of our
ofDicers are continuing on in their positions, but many of us aren't. Our
nominations committee has already started working on a slate of new ofDicers. I
implore you to consider being part of Beta Delta's Executive Board. No one
does a job alone. Everyone truly works together for the betterment of all.
Our state society offers a leadership workshop in June where ofDicers are
given lots of information that helps make our chapter run smoothly.
Everyone is encouraged to attend an Executive Board meeting, or
"shadow" someone, to see what our ofDicers do and to realize that you
have skills to share with our membership. Former ofDicers won't have
titles, but we all have phones. We called the people who did the job
before us, and we hope to return the favor by assisting new ofDicers. Your
support of our chapter is what makes attending DKG events so enjoyable.

Sandy Stoker
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Jan Cassell 2nd
Thelma Shriner 9th
Karen Wolford 16th Edna Ridenbaugh 17th
Kathleen Wallace 20th Sarah Ewing 27th
Carolyn Myers 30th
Patty Denune 31st

Minutes for Beta Delta Chapter Mee3ng
October 20, 2015
Our evening began with everyone enjoying
an Italian dinner catered by Fazoli’s.
Minutes of the September meeEng were
approved as posted in the newsleFer. The
treasurer reported a checking account
balance of $10,089.02 and a savings account
balance of $5,851.50. Only four dues remain
unpaid.
Sandy Stoker reported from the DKG State
ExecuEve Board meeEng. Chapters are
encouraged to promote InternaEonal projects
such as the Margaret A. Boyd scholarship
which is sponsoring two ladies coming to the
U.S. from Africa and the Middle East. The
spring convenEon will be March 18-20 in
Fairview, Ohio. All members are welcome to
aFend, not just oﬃcers. Members who use
Hilton hotels in their personal travel are
encouraged to use the DKG state account
number available on the website. This will
enEtle you to a discount plus it helps to
reduce the overall cost of state convenEons.
With regret, the membership voted to accept
the resignaEon of Nancy Baker.
Seventeen applicaEons were received for our
$200 teacher grants. The scholarship
commiFee and the execuEve board selected

from Cherry Valley (online guided
reading program with interacEve
books); Cara Noyes from Cherry
Valley (ﬁve gallon buckets and
drumsEcks); Jennifer Keene from
Legend Elementary (Lego educaEon kits);
Carissa Smith from Licking Valley Intermediate
(quesEon sets for Academic Challenge Team
compeEEons); and Nicole Spears from Heath
City Schools (weather instruments).
Tickets for the scholarship aucEon are
available from any commiFee member. The
aucEon commiFee will meet November 5 at
3:30 p.m. at the Buckeye Winery. All
donaEons should be turned in to a commiFee
member by that date. All item descripEons
for the aucEon booklet should be submiFed
by Oct. 30. We hope everyone will support
this important event on Nov. 13 at Heritage
Hall.
Our evening concluded with a recommitment
ceremony to the ideals and purposes of Delta
Kappa Gamma. Our iniEaEon ceremony will
be rescheduled at a later date.
Our evening concluded with a drawing for the
beauEful pumpkin/ﬂower centerpieces.
Respecgully submiFed,

Linda Mackey, Recording Secretary
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Our Scholarship
Auction Committee
busy planning our
November 13th
Scholarship Auction
at Heritage Hall.

Photos from last
year’s auction.

This year we will
give away an iPad
Air 2! So get your
tickets now from
any committee
member. Just $25
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INTERESTING FACTS

•
•
•

•
•

Pentheraphobia is the persistent fear of
your mother-in-law.
Donald Duck's middle name is Fauntleroy.
In 1907, an ad campaign for Kellogg's Corn
Flakes offered a free box of cereal to any
woman who would wink at her grocer.
In 1907, an ad campaign for Kellogg's Corn
Flakes offered a free box of cereal to any
woman who would wink at her grocer.
In early 1900s America, “jay” was a slang
term used to describe a naïve or foolish
person. Thus, when such a pedestrian
decided to ignore traffic signals and street
signs, he or she was referred to as a
“jaywalker.”

Forget jack-o’-lanterns or pies - the residents of
Tualatin, Oregon turn their pumpkins into boats!
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The 115-Year-Old Mystery of Flannan Lighthouse's Missing Keepers

In December 1900, a boat called Hesperus set sail
for the island of Eilean Mor, one of the seven
islets (also known as the “Seven Hunters”) of the
Flannan Isles off the coast of northwestern
Scotland. Captain James Harvey was tasked with
delivering a relief lighthouse keeper as part of a
regular rotation. The journey was delayed a few
days by bad weather, and when Harvey and his
crew finally arrived, it was clear that something
was awry. None of the normal preparations at the
landing dock had been made, the flagstaff was
bare, and none of the keepers came to greet the
Hesperus. The keepers, as it turned out, weren’t
on the island at all. All three of them had
vanished.
Eilean Mor had its peculiarities. The island’s only
permanent residents were sheep, and herders
referred to it as “the other country,” believing it to
be a place touched by something paranormal.
Eilean Mor had long elicited a sort of fearful
reverence in its visitors; the main draw to the
remote location was a chapel built in the 7th
century by St. Flannan. Even those who never
prayed were moved to worship while on Eilean
Mor. Superstitions and rituals—like circling the
church’s ruins on your knees—were adopted by
those passing through, and many considered
Eilean Mor to have an indefinable aura that could
not be ignored. What the Hesperus crew did find
at the lighthouse was a set of perplexing clues.

The replacement keeper, Joseph Moore, was the
first to investigate, and reported an allencompassing sense of dread as he ascended the
cliff toward the newly constructed lighthouse.
Inside, the kitchen table contained plates of meat,
potatoes, and pickles. The clock was stopped, and
there was an overturned chair nearby. The lamp
was ready for lighting, and two of the three
oilskin coats belonging to Thomas Marshall,
James Ducat, and Donald McArthur were gone.
The gate and door were firmly shut.
These clues only led to more questions. Why
would one of the keepers have gone out without
his coat—and for that matter, why would all three
have left together at all when the rules forbade it?
Someone needed to man the post at all times, so
something unusual must have drawn them out.
When Moore returned with his report, Harvey
had the island searched. The hunt came up
empty. The captain then sent a telegram to the
mainland:
A dreadful accident has happened at Flannans.
The three Keepers, Ducat, Marshall and the
occasional have disappeared from the island. On
our arrival there this afternoon no sign of life
was to be seen on the Island.
Fired a rocket but, as no response was made,
managed to land Moore, who went up to the
Station but found no Keepers there.
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The clocks were stopped and other signs
indicated that the accident must have happened
about a week ago. Poor fellows they must been
blown over the cliffs or drowned trying to secure
a crane or something like that.
Night coming on, we could not wait to make
something as to their fate.
I have left Moore, MacDonald, Buoymaster and
two Seamen on the island to keep the light
burning until you make other arrangements.
Will not return to Oban until I hear from you. I
have repeated this wire to Muirhead in case you
are not at home. I will remain at the telegraph
office tonight until it closes, if you wish to wire
me.
Further investigations also led nowhere, though
the lighthouse log book provided a new set of
confounding details. On December 12, an entry
from Marshall described “severe winds the likes
of which I have never seen before in twenty
years.” He wrote that Ducat had been quiet and
McArthur had been crying, which would have
been odd behavior for a man with a reputation as
a tough and experienced seafarer. The next day,
Marshall reported more storm details and wrote
that all three of them had been praying—another
odd bit of behavior from well-seasoned keepers in
a brand-new, supposedly safe lighthouse.
Strangest of all, there were no reported storms in
the area on December 12th, 13, or 14—all should
have been calm up until December 17. The last
report in the book, from December 15, read:
“Storm ended, sea calm. God is over all.”
Speculation ran wild. Was it something
supernatural? Sea creatures? A case of madness
and murder? A government operation? Foreign
spies? Aliens? Ultimately, it was evidence outside
the lighthouse that provided the most promising
lead in explaining what had become of the three
keepers. Over at the western landing platform,
damage from the recent storms reached as high
as 200 feet above sea level. Ropes that were
usually affixed to a crate on a supply crane were
littered about.
Robert Muirhead, superintendent of the
Commissioners of Northern Lights, wrote in his
official report:
I am of the opinion that the most likely
explanation of this disappearance of the men is
that they had all gone down on the afternoon of
Saturday, 15 December to the proximity of the
West landing, to secure the box with the mooring
ropes, etc and that an unexpectedly large roller
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had come up on the island, and a large body of
water going up higher than where they were
and coming down upon them had swept them
away with resistless force.

While this (or a similar approximation) seems
possible, the explanation left considerable room
for doubt. The lack of bodies, supposedly calm
conditions, and sheer experience and know-how
of the lighthouse keepers still hadn’t been
accounted for, and never would be. In the years
following, other keepers claimed to hear voices in
the salty air screaming out the names of Thomas
Marshall, James Ducat, and Donald McArthur.
In Mysterious Celtic Mythology in American
Folklore, author Bob Curran writes: “For many
local people, there was little doubt that they had
been spirited into the otherworld.”
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Schwartz turned to the archives at
the Library of Congress and those of
the president of the American
Folklore Society, using that research
and his connections for Scary
Stories. Among his
sources were books
like American Folk
Tales and Songs and
Sticks in the
Knapsack and Other
Ozark Tales. He also
drew
from publications
like The Hoosier
Folklore Bulletin and
interviewed
folklorists.
"Some of these tales
are very old, and they
are told around the
The first installment of Alvin
world," Schwartz wrote in the
Schwartz’s Scary Stories To Tell in
foreword to Scary Stories to Tell in
the Dark trilogy hit bookshelves in
the Dark. "And most have the same
1981. The series would become a
origins. They are based on things
preteen cult classic and among the
that people saw or heard or
most banned or challenged books of experienced—or thought they did."
the following decades.
When asked about his writing
1. ITS AUTHOR DIDN'T START process for an interview with
OUT WRITING SCARY
Language Arts magazine, Schwartz
STORIES.
said, “Basically, what I do with every
Alvin Schwartz, the author and
book, is learn everything I can about
adapter behind the Scary Stories
the genre. This will involve a lot of
trilogy, actually began his career as a reading and scholarly books and
journalist, writing for The
journals and sometimes discussions
Binghamton Press from 1951 to
and scholarly folklorists … In the
1955. He also had a penchant for
process of accumulating everything
wordplay, saying that creating
on a subject, I begin setting aside
rhymes is a good way for “people to
things that I particularly like. What's
express their feelings without
interesting is that eventually
getting in trouble.” After Schwartz
patterns emerge.”
left journalism, he started working
The first Scary Stories book was
for a research corporation, which he released in 1981, and Schwartz
couldn’t stand, and began doing that would go on to write two more—
part time, devoting the rest of his
More Scary Stories to Tell in the
hours to writing books. One of his
Dark and Scary Stories 3: More
first published works: a Parents’
Tales to Chill Your Bones—before
Guide for Children’s Play. His
his death in 1992.
journalistic instincts and whimsical 3. PARENTS HATED THE
leanings are probably to thank for
BOOKS ...
the Scary Stories’ characteristic
By the time the Scary Stories series
surrealism and eerily matter-of-fact reached the height of its popularity
storytelling.
in the early '90s, the book was
2. THE TALES WERE BASED
condemned by parents nationwide.
ON FOLKLORE.
"There's no moral to [the stories],"
Research was a huge part of
former elementary school teacher
Schwartz's process for all his books. and mother Sandy Vanderburg told
When writing his book Witcracks,
the Chicago Tribune. "The bad guys

13 Terrifying Facts
About 'Scary Stories
to Tell in the Dark'
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always win. And they make light of
death. There's a story called 'Just
Delicious' about a woman who goes
to a mortuary, steals another
woman's liver, and feeds it to her
husband. That's sick."
One parent even made a connection
between Schwartz’s book and a
serial killer, citing the
story “Wonderful Sausage,” about a
butcher who puts people through his
sausage grinder and sells the meat
to his patrons. “Right away I
thought of Jeffrey Dahmer," Jean
Jaworski, then the mother of a fifth
grader, told The Argus-Press in
1995. "It's just not appropriate for
children." She asked the school
board to remove the book from the
library, but a special committee
voted unanimously to keep the
books, and the school turned down
an appeal.
4. ... BUT THAT DIDN'T
BOTHER SCHWARTZ.
In an interview with the journal The
Lion and the Unicorn, Schwartz said
that he didn’t deal directly with
complaints about his books. “My
editors deal with them,” he said.
“Every letter is answered and the
point is made that this is traditional
material and that, in addition, it has
developed a lot of interest in
reading.”
When discussing how a Christian
group had tried to get his book, In a
Dark, Dark Room, banned from a
Denver library, Schwartz said he
wasn't surprised. Instead, he said,
he was “pleased to have that kind of
attention. It was ironic and pleasing
that, at the same time, their ideas
were rejected by the children.”
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5. THE ARTIST BEHIND THE
CREEPY ILLUSTRATIONS
USUALLY DREW LIGHTER
SUBJECT MATTER.
The books’ nightmarish illustrations
are perhaps as well remembered as
the stories themselves—and even
less pleasing to parents. One father,
J. Daniel Merlino, who called for the
books’ removal from his local
school’s library, told The Hartford
Courant that “I can appreciate the
creativity. But the images in those
books are surreal. A throat being
torn out. A liver being eaten. These
images are the stuff of nightmares.”
Michael Wohlgenant, whose 7-yearold daughter had nightmares for
months after reading
“Wonderful Sausage”—its
illustration involved a
dismembered hand holding
a forkful of human flesh—
also pushed for the books’
removal. “You entrust your
child to the care of school
officials when you send
them to school,” he said.
“You don’t expect them to
be traumatized and
harmed.”
Stephen Gammell, the
mastermind behind the
creepy drawings, won a
Caldecott Medal for picture
book illustration for his
work in Karen Ackerman’s Song and
Dance Man in 1989. Though these
illustrations were slightly more
lighthearted, they showcased
the splotchy, watercolor-heavy style
that’s exemplified in the artist's
grim, surreal Scary Stories
illustrations. (You can watch a fun
time-lapse of Gammell’s process
here, in the trailer for his book
Mudkin.) "Stephen Gammell has
made a very important contribution
to these books because he has such a
wild imagination," Schwartz later
said.
6. THE ORIGINAL
ILLUSTRATIONS HAVE BEEN
REPLACED IN NEW
VERSIONS OF THE BOOKS.
When HarperCollins released a new
version of the Scary Stories books to
commemorate the series' 30th
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anniversary, fans were dismayed to
see that Gammell's illustrations had
been removed. The reprint features
new illustrations by Brett Helquist,
whose excellent work you may
recognize from the Series Of
Unfortunate Events books.
The newer, less creepy illustrations
provoked outcry from those who
grew up with the books, even
prompting a BuzzFeed article
called “They’re Ruining Scary
Stories To Tell in the
Dark.” According to Meredith
Woerner in an article for io9, “[…I]f
your child couldn't handle
Gammell's paintings, they're
certainly not going to be able to

violence, (and being) unsuited to
age group.”
About that last thing: The books fall
between the 600 and 760 Lexile
mark (a system used to organize
reading levels), meaning that the
books' vocabulary level is most
suited for fifth graders. Some of
the Scary Stories vocabulary words
highlighted by the Lexile system
were “clink,” “blunt,” “shrouds,”
“drafty” “afire,” and “shatter”—
further proving that the series’
simple vocabulary doesn’t rule out
spooky content.
8. WHAT HAPPENS IN "THE
RED DOT" PROBABLY WON'T
HAPPEN IN REAL LIFE.
The story “The Red Dot”
may have instilled a deep
fear of spiders laying
eggs in your face, but
don’t worry—according
to the National
Geographic, it's not
likely to happen. May
Berenbaum,
entomologist at The
University of Illinois,
explained that a spider’s
egg-laying structure isn’t
equipped for injecting. “I
suppose a spider could
drop or plaster eggs on
the skin’s surface,”
Berenbaum said, “but it’s
stomach a short story about a
not clear why a spider would want to
scarecrow who skins a farmer alive
do such a thing.”
and dries out his skin sack trophy on 9. ONE TALE GOES BACK TO
the roof. Gammell's art is an integral THE BROTHERS GRIMM.
part of this collection. The least they “The Big Toe,” the notorious story in
could do is release a special art book which a starving boy finds a human
as a companion. This is just
toe in the ground and makes the
supernatural blasphemy.”
terrible mistake of eating it, is based
7. IT'S BEEN ON THE ALA'S
on an old folktale that dates back to
MOST CHALLENGED LIST
early 19th century Germany. (Maybe
FOR TWO DECADES.
not surprising; this is the country
The series topped the American
that brought us Der Struwwelpeter,
Library Association’s list of the Top
after all.) Mentions of the tale were
100 most frequently challenged
first found in the Grimm Brothers’
books for 1990-1999. Ten years
notes, and a version of the story—
later, the Scary Stories books
with an arm replacing the titular toe
remained in the top 10, coming in at —was later a prominent feature of
No. 7 on the list for 2000-2009. The Mark Twain’s public speaking
books were most frequently
appearances. When he was done
challenged for reasons of
speaking, Twain would jump into
“insensitivity, occult/Satanism,
the crowd and scream at an
unsuspecting audience member.
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10. THERE ARE MANY
VERSIONS OF THE STORY
“HIGH BEAMS.”
Because the tales featured in the
Scary Stories books came from
folklore, there were many different
versions of the stories floating
around—and “High Beams,” which
Schwartz told The Lion and The
Unicorn was “one of the most
popular stories” in the series, was no
exception. The story features a girl
driving home alone from a

nighttime basketball game. “There is
a car following her and periodically
the other driver will turn up his
beams,” Schwartz said. “She can't
understand what is going on, and
she becomes progressively more
frightened. As it turns out, there was
somebody sitting in the back seat.
He had slipped in when she left and
each time he rose up to assault her
the guy in the car in back of her
turned on his high beams.”
The story, he said, is one that’s “told
all over … It appears in a dozen
different versions. … All of these
stories, and there are scads of them,
are really saying: ‘Watch out. The
world's a dangerous place. You are
going out on your own soon. Be
careful.’”
11. “WONDERFUL SAUSAGE”
WAS PARTIALLY BASED ON A
SONG FROM SCHWARTZ’S
CHILDHOOD.
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Schwartz told The Lion and the
Unicorn that he’d heard a
fragmented version of the tale,
“which is about a butcher who is
sort of a prototypical Sweeney
Todd,” in New Orleans. But it was
also inspired by a song he learned as
a kid at Scout camp called
“Dunderbock and the Sausage
Machine.” That butcher in the song,
Schwartz explained, made sausage
from dogs and cats, “and one day
the machine slips or falls and he
goes into the machine himself. This

is the end of [the song]: ‘His wife
had the nightmare. / She walked
right in her sleep. / She grabbed the
crank, gave it a yank, / And
Dunderbock was meat.’” You can
listen to a version of the
song here.
12. THERE WAS AT
LEAST ONE STORY
HE WOULDN’T
FEATURE.
Schwartz told The Lion
and The Unicorn that he
only implied violence in
his stories, and opted for
gore instead. There was
at least one story that he
said he found very
upsetting:
“Infanticide … is a theme
in American folklore and
European folklore. There
is an Ozark folktale ... in which a
man in his youth goes away and

travels and becomes quite
successful. His parents are quite
poor. He comes back one night after
many many years have elapsed and
he looks completely different. He
thinks he will therefore surprise
them. He has come back with a lot
of money and he wants to give it to
them. They have an inn and he
takes a room there for the night.
They don't recognize him and he
thinks that in the morning he will
announce that he is their son. Well,
they murder him during the night
for his money. It's a marvelous
story but I would not put it in one of
my books. … This kind of thing I
avoid.”
13. THERE'S GOING TO BE A
FEATURE FILM ...
The Scary Stories trilogy is
currently being adapted into a
feature film by CBS Films and John
August, writer of Big Fish and
Frankenweenie. The movie, which
had originally featured Saw writers
Marcus Dunstan and Patrick
Melton, is slated for a 2016 release.
EDITOR’S ASIDE
For the most part, my students
loved this series…even my
fourth graders. I think they
liked being scared. I note that
there were a few who would
not touch them.
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•
•
•
•
•

Orange and black are Halloween colors because orange is associated
with the Fall harvest and black is associated with darkness and death.
Jack o’ Lanterns originated in Ireland where people placed candles in
hollowed-out turnips to keep away spirits and ghosts on the Samhain
holiday.
Pumpkins also come in white, blue and green. Great for unique
monster carvings!
Halloween was brought to North America by immigrants from Europe
who would celebrate the harvest around a bonfire, share ghost
stories, sing, dance and tell fortunes.
Tootsie Rolls were the first wrapped penny candy in America.
The ancient Celts thought that spirits and ghosts roamed the
countryside on Halloween night. They began wearing masks and
costumes to avoid being recognized as human.

Meeting Dates
November 13, 2015
Friday, 6 PM - 9PM
Items for auction due to
Karen Birtcher by
November 6.
Heritage Hall
Scholarship Auctions 50/50 -Door Prizes
Social Event of the Year
Admission: $25 Advance
Sales Only
December 15, 2015
Tuesday, 7 PM
First United Methodist
Holiday Music
Bring a wrapped
Christmas ornament for a
“pass around”.
We will make a craft
$4.00

